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after being attacked by a child vampire, they are rescued by the count's carriage driver, who has also been bitten. the two escape to the mountains and mina gives birth to jonathan's child. while in the mountains, quincey learns that seward was the one
who killed jonathan by injecting him with the blood of a vampire. quincey is also attacked by the child vampire again, and finds that his body is becoming undead. mina watches over him as he sleeps and at night, when she is asleep, the child vampire

kills her and drinks her blood. quincey awakens, kills the child vampire, and takes mina's body back to the carriage. mina wakes up, but tells quincey that she is fine. mina takes the sword out of her leg, and is about to impale dracula, but quincey
appears from the shadows and stabs her in the chest with the kukri sword. quincey then gives dracula one final chance to prove his love for mina by feeding her blood, which would save her from death. instead, dracula proclaims that he is no longer in
love with mina, and that she is doomed to die and become his bride for eternity. he retreats to the attic, but is soon interrupted by a fourth vampire, who immediately overpowers him. while quincey and his friends pursue the new vampire, dracula flees
with the help of a bat. the film ends with dracula in his coffin, where mina enters and lies with him in blissful death. dracula rises, and once again stands on the edge of a cliff, where he is consumed by fire. this time, however, it is not sunlight that sets

him ablaze, but the love of a woman he truly cared for; mina. i was wondering why a remake of this classic movie that was made in the '30s and was followed by a sequel was being remade? what was the big deal about it? it's a movie that was made in
the silent era but has been remade in the era of cgi and computer graphics, just like the original star war movies. i can't think of anything that's more banal than this movie. we have to have dracula in a modern setting. i'm surprised that it was made in

hollywood. hollywood couldn't come up with anything more absurd than this movie. even the comedy is so poor. i can't tell which character in this movie is supposed to be what. it's a shame that this movie has a lot of bad reviews.
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